Storm 100 Blast Helmet
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Improved comfort
The Storm 100 blast helmet
has been designed to fit over
safety earmuffs (instead of
painful earplugs), greatly
reducing noise levels and
improving the comfort of the
blaster.

High-quality blast helmet designed to comply with
increasing health and safety regulations.
A comfortable fit, improved durability and
greater field of vision ensure that the Storm 100
outperforms any traditional vinylw helmet.
Designed to comfortably fit over
safety earmuffs!
New, wide design caters
specifically for safety ear muffs
Improved, double vinyl
lip provides increased
protection

Visible
A vivid, orange alumina coating
improves the visibility of the
blaster on site. An orange
reflective strip is also placed
on the back of the helmet to
aid visibility.

Improved field
of vision with
double visor

Durable
Not only does the orange
alumina coating make the
blaster more visible, it has
been specifically selected for its
wear-resistant properties which
help extend the lifespan of the
helmet.
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Every Storm 100
Blast Helmet comes
standard with a pair
of safety earmuffs

Improved field of vision
As opposed to traditional vinyl blast helmets, the Storm 100
uses a double layer visor consisting of a 1 x1mm visor and a
1 x 0.5mm visor, as opposed to a fine mesh. This significantly
improves the blaster’s line of sight while still providing
protection.

Vivid orange alumina greatly
improves visibility of blaster
and does not absorb heat

Easy to store
A specially fitted ring enables
the Storm 100 Helmet to be
hung up and stored, keeping it
out of harms way and icreasing
its life-span.

Convenient storage ring

Improved protection

Reflective
strip
improves
blaster’s
visibility

The front of the Storm 100
Blast Helmet is fiited with a
double vinyl lip for improved
protection from deflected
particulate matter.

*Also available in leather

Additional PPE
Ensure your operator’s remain protected while
performing to the best of their abilites.

Leather Blast Gloves

Operator’s Breathing
Filter

Blast Apron

Blast Suit
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